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ABSTRACT

We propose a visual approach for AI-assisted music
composition, where the user interactively generates, se-
lects, and adapts short melodies. Based on a short input
melody, we automatically generate multiple continuation
samples. Repeating this step and in turn generating contin-
uations for these samples results in a tree or graph struc-
ture, where nodes represent melodies and links connect
nodes that are adjacent in time. We visualize this struc-
ture with two visualizations, where nodes display the piano
roll of the corresponding sample. By interacting with these
visualizations, the user can quickly listen to, choose, and
adapt melodies, to iteratively create a composition. A third
visualization provides an overview over larger numbers of
samples, allowing for insights into the AI’s predictions and
the sample space.

1. INTRODUCTION

Music composition is difficult for two reasons: First, the
composer needs to know at least some music theory, in-
cluding rules and patterns that allow to create the intended
sound and feeling. Second, lack of inspiration makes it
hard to come up with new patterns and melodies.

Music composition AI [1] allows users to generate en-
tire compositions as either notes [2–5] or audio [6]. These
finished results are useful, for instance, as video back-
ground music, but lack personality and likely will not com-
pletely replace human-composed pieces. Instead, the user
would like to be in control of an AI’s configuration, but
also be able to choose from different suggestions and adapt
them to their taste [7].

To this end, we propose a user-centered approach,
where the user queries the AI for multiple melody sugges-
tions at once and then chooses between them. Visualiza-
tion eases this choice, as it allows the user to focus on or
listen to only the most interesting-looking samples.

In summary, we contribute an AI- and visualization-
driven approach that helps hobby musicians or composers
with need for inspiration compose melodies interactively.
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2. RELATED WORK

A survey by Huang et al. [7] on usage and requirements
of AI for music co-creation found that users desire control,
authorship, and creative freedom and often create multi-
ple samples for a part to choose from. Our approach ad-
dresses these requirements and facilitates sample choice
by visualizing multiple samples and second-level contin-
uations at the same time. Control and creative freedom are
additionally supported through adaptions such as fill-in re-
placements or editing single notes.

Bach Doodle [8] allows users to harmonize an input
melody in the style of Bach using CoCoNet [9]. Louie
et al. [10] later improved the usability for novice users.
Our approach instead supports composing a melody in the
first place, that could then be harmonized through Co-
CoNet or similar models as well. SketchNet [11] gives
users more control in music generation by letting them
sketch melodies and filling in. In contrast, our approach
allows users to choose and edit suggestions before com-
bining them into a composition. SketchNet could be inte-
grated to make these suggestions more relevant.

Park et al. [12] propose a recursive metric for symbolic
melodic similarity that could be applied for music informa-
tion retrieval. Gotham et al. [13] follow a similar approach
using edit distances. Instead of comparing whole pieces,
we use similarity metrics to sort or visually layout short
melodies by similarity to form summaries.

Abstractly, our approach follows the idea of visual pa-
rameter analysis [14], which has not been explored system-
atically for semi-automatic music composition yet.

3. DESIGN

We now explain our intended target users, followed by a
description of our main visualizations.

3.1 Users, Tasks, and Workflow

We target two user roles, that can be shared by the same
person: The composer and the AI analyst. Composers
would use our approach when lacking experience or in-
spiration. To have maximum control over the process, they
want to create a composition step by step. For each step,
they need to choose between different possible continua-
tions that they may want to adapt or later replace.

AI analysts want to see how a model works and what
kinds of melodies it predicts. They therefore want to see
the influence of different starting melodies and hyperpa-
rameters, such as temperature, on produced samples.



Figure 1. Our approach gives users control and artis-
tic freedom through iterative choice and adaption of AI-
suggested melodies. Users gain insight into the AI’s be-
havior.

Figure 2. We visualize a tree or graph of melody samples
similar to an icicle plot with piano rolls in all nodes.

Figure 1 shows our user workflow in comparison to au-
tomatic music generation. Our users start with some seed
melody, by entering notes through mouse clicks or a MIDI
device. Based on this seed, we generate multiple contin-
uation samples with Magenta’s basicRNN 1 using differ-
ent hyperparameter settings. Repeating this step and in
turn generating continuations for these samples results in
a tree of melodies. When replacing an existing section of
the composition using fill-in, the tree turns into a directed
acyclic graph (see Figure 3). Each level of the graph cor-
responds to one temporal section of the composition.

3.2 Melody Graphs

We visualize our melody graph with an icicle plot, where
nodes display the piano rolls of the corresponding samples
(Figure 2). These piano rolls share a common time axis
from left to right, but each has its own pitch axis from bot-
tom to top. We allow interaction with the nodes, such as
adding their notes to the current composition or listening
to a single melody sample or the whole path.

To support sample selection, we allow sorting samples
in each graph level. For example, the user could sort by the
variance of intervals between notes to focus on more vivid
melodies. Since connections between nodes would be lost
in an icicle plot when sorting, we extended it by adding
links between nodes (Figure 3). These links connect nodes
that could follow each other in the composition and encode
values of the chosen sorting metric in the link’s thickness.

1 https://github.com/magenta/magenta/tree/main/
magenta/models/melody_rnn

Figure 3. A Sankey-based visualization of a melody sam-
ple graph. Nodes represent samples and display them
through piano rolls, links connect related nodes and en-
code the current sorting metric’s values in their width.
a) The full-height nodes are part of the current composi-
tion. b) Nodes in the middle show options for a fill-in.
c) The right-most nodes show possible continuations. d) A
time cursor shows that the center right node is currently
played back as audio.

3.3 Melody Similarity

In order to better understand the AI model and its sugges-
tions, the user can generate tens or hundreds of melody
samples with different model hyperparameters. Since our
previous visualizations do not scale to this amount of data,
we chose a different design for this use case.

We want to show an overview of all samples, by visu-
ally grouping based on similarity. Our similarity metric
considers the interval between notes as well as the rhythm,
with a user-defined weighting between both. We apply di-
mensionality reduction to the pair-wise similarities to com-
pute a 2D layout, which we then display as a scatterplot.
Here, we draw melody samples as circles that encode infor-
mation about hyperparameters or melody statistics in their
color and radius. Using a resizable circular brush, the user
can select a neighborhood of samples for which we dis-
play aggregated visualizations such as a piano roll density
estimation (see also our supplemental video).

4. CONCLUSION

We propose a novel, user-centered approach for human-AI
co-composition based on visualization of multiple gener-
ated suggestions. Our current implementation is limited
to monophonic melodies, but could by easily extended to
polyphony when using other AI models and similarity met-
rics. In the future, we want to test different models [3, 4]
to either directly generate polyphonic music or harmonize
melodies as a second step. We further plan to explore
aggregations and glyphs for more compactly representing
melodies. Future work also needs to empirically validate
our ideas with users.
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